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ARASHI'S LIFE It's not over
Standing here in the pierced future
ARASHI'S FIGHT We won't stop
Until we seize the light with these hands

An unexpected splendid weather forecast, reason
being we are abnormal weather (what?)
Moving from east to west in a great migration,
scattering about this great atmosphere
Up, up, rising, ascending into orbit, like a flight through
the sky
The clouds are gathering, rain pelts the hardening
ground

Rumors are all heresy, completely unfounded; We are
able beat that kind of problem, aren't we?
Even the brutish path, if we take it... ah We c-c-can't
stop (hi-ha)
In hot pursuit, the turtle overtakes the rabbit, But in this
great flood you can't do anything but endure
Here, from the heart of Tokyo, continue on to the
unparralled in steps
Flap your wings towards the world
Wink from the skies to the ground
Everything remains the same
Frankly, nothing has been embelished
08ARASICK a reprise; one greeting before setting sail
Undeveloped land is cultivated once again, LIGHT UP!
Light the torch, audience! 

* Repeat

These five wheels meet again, a wandering samurai
proceeds to holy ground
This story is based on actual history; hide everything,
strong wind
It's a storm (blah), thunder rolls, a bolt of lightning
attacks
Here, from the centre of Tokyo, a light begins to shine
from the middle of the retreating chaos
Another sun rises
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It faces everything from the sky to this earth
Incidently, a little pain will attack it
It falls down seven times in order to rise
It's still lacking in greed, the great big sea is still
choppy
08ARASICK a reprise; LIGHT UP! Light the torch,
audience! 

Even though the sky is covered with jet black clouds,
the sun commands a slight view from a rift in the
clouds
Sometimes lightning flickers, entirely... it seems like
the entire sky is drunk on rejoicing

It's like we're completely shrouded
In the swirl of madness
In a sky I've never seen
Words are starting to be lost
The sound of heaven splitting
Is the only thing left in my ears
The sound of heaven splitting
Is the only thing left in my ears

"Face sharpened nails with hidden fangs"

These five wheels meet again, a wandering samurai
proceeds to holy ground
This story is based on actual history; hide everything,
strong wind
In hot pursuit, the turtle overtakes the rabbit, But in this
great flood you can't do anything but endure
Continue on to the unparralled in steps here, TOKYO

* Repeat

The light won't disappear, Delight's song is
Ringing incessantly towards tomorrow
The greatest stage starts here

ARASHI'S LIFE Is not over
08ARASICK a reprise; one greeting before setting sail
ARASHI'S FIGHT We won't stop
Face sharpened nails with hidden fangs; Forecasters,
bear it with your head hung in shame
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